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Satellite-based diagnostics of precipitation processes

FIG. 7. Observed composite relations between optical depth measured downward from cloud top and radar 
reflectivity derived from 4 years of data separate for (top) oceanic clouds and (bottom) continental clouds and 
for (left) cloudy/nonraining cases and (right) drizzle/rain cases. The reflectivity range for clouds is approximately 
Z < −15 dBZ, for drizzle −15 < Z < 0 dBZ, and for rain Z > 0 dBZ; these profiles reveal information about cloud-
to-rain transitions in clouds. The schematics are for illustration and correspond to each composite profile 
result. The color scale refers to reflectivity counts as a percentage of total reflectivity occurrence within each 
given optical depth bin. Over land the drizzle mode is mostly missing (adapted from Takahashi et al. 2017).

An example of the use of CALIOP to examine 
the dust injection mechanisms that lift dust into the 
free troposphere where it can be carried by the large-
scale winds is illustrated in Fig. 9. In this example of 
Yumimoto et al. (2009), CALIOP data are used to trace a 
specific veil of dust that was lifted from the Taklimakan 
Desert in northwestern China and was transported over 
eastern Asia, the Pacific Ocean, North America, and the 
Atlantic Ocean, encircling Earth. A chemical transport 
model was used in conjunction with the observations to 
test ideas about the lifting mechanism that was deter-
mined to be a result of strong upslope winds along the 
high, steep mountainsides of the Tibetan Plateau. The 
presence of the mountains forces the dust-laden air high 
into the upper troposphere (to about 9 km above mean 
sea level) (MSL)], where it was transported by the strong 
westerlies at these upper levels. Yumimoto et al. argue 
that broad agreement with CALIOP extinction profile 
data, specifically the height location of the plume, veri-
fies the lifting mechanism and the associated transport 
identified by the model.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS. The two princi-
pal sources of uncertainty in climate projections are 
due to uncertainties surrounding aerosol radiative 
forcings and the uncertainties attached to cloud 

feedbacks. The vertical distribution of aerosol sig-
nificantly impacts these forcings, and the changes 
in the vertical distribution of clouds fundamentally 
affect the cloud feedbacks. Observation of the vertical 
structure of clouds is essential to unraveling these 
opposing feedback effects of high and low clouds. 
Profile changes are also predicted to be much larger 
than absolute changes in cloud cover and thus more 
readily detectible (e.g., Chepfer et al. 2014). Active 
remote sensing is the most direct way to obtain these 
observations.

During 10 years in orbit, both CloudSat and 
CALIPSO have demonstrated the viability of active 
systems for sustained monitoring of Earth’s atmo-
sphere. The 10 years of global profile data from 
these active sensors have profoundly changed our 
perspectives on the atmosphere in general and on the 
reliability of active observing systems. Profile data 
have exposed the limitations inherent in using radi-
ance data to detect clouds, especially in polar regions, 
and the ambiguities in assigning heights, types, and 
properties to global clouds. Profile data on aerosols 
now offer new insights into how they are transported 
and mixed in the atmosphere and new insights into 
aerosol radiative forcing, and they have directly 
assisted in routine assimilation of aerosol informa-
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Stephens et al. (ʼ18) (see also Nakajima et al. ʼ10; Suzuki et al. ʼ10) 

n Precipitation process “probed” in multi-variate global composites (Ze, COT, Reff):
Contoured Frequency by Optical Depth Diagram (CFODD)

n Serves as a process-oriented model diagnostic tool for CRMs (Suzuki et al. ʼ11; ʼ13) & 
GCMs (e.g. Suzuki et al. ʼ15; Jing et al. ʼ17, ʼ19; Michibata & Suzuki ʼ20)

Reff=5-10µm Reff=20-25µm



Constraint on model cloud physics links to ACI forcing

It could be argued that the large AIE just means that other tunable parameters should be further retuned to
reduce the model sensitivity to aerosol perturbations; however, we regard the P&E dichotomy as being
related to more fundamental issues, such as the absence of mechanisms involved in aerosol-cloud-

Figure 1. Probability distribution function of radar reflectivity as a function of in-cloud optical depth (i.e., Contoured
Frequency by Optical Depth Diagrams [CFODDs]) for (a–c) the A-Train, (d–f) Model for Interdisciplinary Research on
Climate version 5.2 (MIROC5.2) with BR68 autoconversion, and (g–i) MIROC5.2 with KK00 autoconversion, as well as the
autoconversion rate (kg · m!3 · s!1) as a function of the liquid water content and cloud droplet number concentration from
the (j and k) two MIROC5.2 simulations and (l) their differences. For the CFODDs, the numbers of bins for optical depth and
reflectivity are 15 and 25, respectively, and the radar reflectivity is normalized in each bin of in-cloud optical depth.
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precipitation interactions. Specifically, attention should be paid to those mechanisms affecting the
susceptibility of cloud water to aerosols. Large-scale GCMs, including MIROC5.2 and GFDL CM3, generally
show monotonic increases in cloud water with increasing aerosol loadings (Michibata et al., 2016; Zhao
et al., 2018), but observations have also shown a negative relationship between them for some cloud
regimes or regions (Malavelle et al., 2017; Matsui et al., 2006; Sato et al., 2018; Small et al., 2009), which
buffers the cloud response to aerosol perturbations and results in a smaller AIE than estimated by GCMs
(Stevens & Feingold, 2009). Such mechanisms that could lead to reduced cloud-water susceptibility to
aerosols—for example, the evaporation and condensation processes of cloud particles, as suggested by a
global cloud resolving model (Sato et al., 2018), mixed-phase and ice-cloud microphysics that could lead
to a positive lifetime effect (Storelvmo et al., 2008), and updraft within clouds (Donner et al., 2016)—
operate mostly at subgrid scales. Although fine-resolution models (e.g., Jiang et al., 2006; Sato et al., 2018)
or multiscale modeling framework models (Wang et al., 2011) have captured some features of these
processes, it remains a challenge to represent them in conventional GCMs due to scale disparity.

3.3. Feedback of Wet Scavenging to the AIE

By increasing aerosols in the atmosphere, the parameterizations in GCMs
generally inhibit precipitation formation due to the larger Nc and smaller
Re and, hence, less efficient coalescence of cloud particles. This lifetime
effect contributes most of the difference in the AIE between KK00 and
BR68, as implied by their large difference in the ΔLWP (i.e., the PD-PI
difference in liquid water path; Table S1). The inhibited precipitation in
regions with increased aerosols induces changes in two aspects: (1) cloud
water—the inhibition of precipitation initially decreases the depletion of
cloud water, resulting in a larger LWP, and (2) aerosol—the inhibition of
precipitation also decreases the wet scavenging of aerosols, causing a lar-
ger aerosol loading in the atmosphere, which further feeds back to
cloud/precipitation properties through their mutual interaction. The
processes of these two aspects of change are illustrated in Figure 3 by
the black and orange arrows, respectively.

The additional simulations with a fixed Nc (see section 2.3.3) are con-
ducted in order to isolate the role of wet-scavenging feedback in influen-
cing the AIE. The grid bars in Figure 2a show the simulated anthropogenic
AIEs from the Nc = 3 × 107/m3 experiments. It is shown that the global
mean AIE of KK00_FN (!1.00 W/m2), which does not include the wet-
scavenging feedback, is considerably smaller than the default KK00

Figure 2. (a) The anthropogenic aerosol indirect effect from estimates of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC AR5; gray) and
those from the default simulations of Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate version 5.2 (MIROC5.2) with the BR68 (red, solid fill) and KK00 (blue, solid fill)
autoconversion schemes, as well as those from the fixed-Nc wet-scavenging experiments BR68_FN (red, grid fill) and KK00_FN (blue, grid fill). The error bar for
IPCC AR5 indicates the uncertainty range, while those for the model results indicate the maximum and minimum annual mean values in the 15-year simulations.
(b and c) The differences in the zonal annual mean AOD and LWP, respectively, between the preindustrial (PI) and present-day (PD) simulations for each of the above
model configurations.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the effects of aerosol-induced
changes in precipitation on cloud properties, wherein Δ denotes the
changes from the base state. The black arrows indicate the initial effects of
aerosol variations (ΔNa) on the LWP through changes in the Nc, and thus the
depletion efficiency of precipitation (P). The orange arrows indicate the
aerosol wet-scavenging feedback.
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Jing and Suzuki (GRL ʼ18)

Satellite Obs MIROC5 BR68 MIROC5 KK00

nSatellite-based process constraint on model cloud physics helps identify 
compensating model errors in aerosol-cloud-radiation interaction

n Limited to liquid-phase clouds with “static” accumulations of global data
-> How to extend into mixed-phase clouds?
-> How to add “dynamical” context to process diagnostics?

For Reff=5-10µm

Reflectivity [dBZ] Reflectivity [dBZ] Reflectivity [dBZ]

Wet 
scaveng



Use of cloud phase information from SWIR

COT
CER

ICOTF

n The liquid-ice light absorption difference at SWIR is exploited to retrieve ice COT fraction  
ranging b/w liquid & ice in a temperature-independent manner, with (total) COT & CER

n Measurement principle is different from CALIPSO lidar
n CALIOP “looks at” the vicinity of cloud top (COD <~ 3)
n SWIR “penetrates” somewhat deeper inside the cloud layer (COD >~ 10)
n Their combination can characterize vertical phase stratification (Nagaoʼs talk)

Applicable to JAXA GCOM-C/SGLI & NASA Aqua/MODIS

[Assumption]
- Plane-Parallel of Liquid+Ice
- Deriving COTliq,ice and CERmix
- Retrieving mixed-phase state

𝑭𝑰𝑪𝑬 =
𝑪𝑶𝑻𝑰𝑪𝑬

𝑪𝑶𝑻𝑳𝑰𝑸 + 𝑪𝑶𝑻𝑰𝑪𝑬

COTLIQ
CERLIQ

COTICE
CERICE

←→

𝑪𝑬𝑹𝑴𝑰𝑿
= 𝑪𝑬𝑹𝑳𝑰𝑸 𝟏 − 𝑭𝑰𝑪𝑬 + 𝑪𝑬𝑹𝑰𝑪𝑬𝑭𝑰𝑪𝑬

Nagao and Suzuki (ESS ʼ21)



Global occurrences of “phase stratification” 

Liq Ice

Liq

Liq

Ice

Ice

CALIPSO=Liq
MODIS=Liq

CALIPSO=Ice
MODIS=Liq

CALIPSO=Liq
MODIS=Ice

CALIPSO=Ice
MODIS=Ice

How do different phase combinations relate to precipitation?



Linking the phase stratification to radar profile
Liquid
Liquid

Liquid
Ice

Ice
Liquid

Ice
Ice

CALIPSO (~”Cloud top”)
MODIS (~”Cloud column”)
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n Precipitation characteristics vary with both cloud-top particle size & “cloud-column” phase
n “Cloud-top” phase appears to have a weaker effect on precipitation
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How does precipitation vary with cloud phase fraction?

5-10µm

15-25µm

0.8-1 (Ice)0-0.2 (Liquid)
CALIPSO = ICE

MODIS ice COT ratio:

n Precipitation continuously varies with column COT phase ratio
n More “icy” clouds tend to produce precipitation more efficiently

0.4-0.6 (Mixed)
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Application to model evaluation - Preliminary
0-0.250.0

MIROC6 
DIAG prcp

MIROC6
PROG prcp

Satellite

For Reff=12-18µm

Ice COT ratio: 0.25-0.5 0.5-0.75 0.75-1.0

n “Phase dependence” of precipitation varies with model precipitation 
physics (DIAG vs PROG precipitation)

nPROG shows a larger suppression of precipitation in more liquid-containing 
clouds, closer to satellite statistics: Implication for cloud-phase feedback?



Perspective of EarthCARE: Adding dynamical context

n How can EarthCARE/Doppler help untangle the dynamics-microphysics coupling?
n “Time-dimension” also needs to be added to process diagnostics

Bin-microphysics model

Land-Ocean Differences in Warm Rain 1807

Figure 2. A schematic illustration describing the warm-rain formation process over (a) weaker (i.e. ocean) and (b) stronger (i.e. land) updraughts. [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

an interval of 5 µm for grouping CFODDs, similar to Suzuki
et al. (2015); however, since re = 10–15 µm is a critical range
of droplet size to start the coalescence process, we further split
re = 10–15 µm into two groups: 10–12.5 and 12.5−15 µm. The
re = 5–10 µm CFODD distributions over land and ocean are
similar, while the distributions for re > 10 µm are different.
Specifically:

1. For re = 10−15 µm, over ocean (first row), the peak in the
CFODDs shifts downward into the cloud as the reflectivity
increases with optical depth (τ d), which indicates a
downward growth of drizzle particles (−15 to 0 dBZ)
by coalescence occurs from the cloud top (τ d = 0–10) to
bottom (τ d = 40–50) as highlighted by downward arrows.
Over land, on the other hand, the CFODDs exhibits a
maximum nearer the cloud top, and the particles are still
gaining height as they grow (as emphasized by the upward
arrow) in clouds.

2. For re = 15−20 µm, both continental and oceanic clouds
evolve from cloud to drizzle and drizzle to rain as radar
reflectivity moves from −25 dBZ near the cloud top to
∼10 dBZ near the cloud base; however, more drizzle (−15
to 0 dBZ) is apparent in oceanic than continental clouds.
Oceanic clouds exhibit a more continuous transition
from cloud to drizzle and drizzle to rain, in contrast to
continental clouds that appear more bimodal with peaks
separated into near the cloud top and near the cloud
base. The drizzle mode reflectivity gap from −15 to 0 dBZ
between near the cloud top and near the cloud base is a
unique feature of continental clouds and is highlighted as
a black oval. Moreover, reflectivity >−10 dBZ can be seen
near the cloud top over land but not over ocean, implying
that larger particles over land remain lofted near the cloud
top before falling and growing.

3. Land–ocean differences are also significant for the
re = 20−25 µm category of clouds. Oceanic clouds again
produce a continuous transition from cloud to drizzle to
rain, whereas continental clouds are again characterized
by a more pronounced bimodal distribution with the
reflectivity gap in drizzle mode (again highlighted as a
black oval).

4. The reflectivity gap in drizzle mode makes it looks like the
drizzle is missing in the continental clouds. However, the
reflectivity gap is not due to the absence of drizzle, but due
to the wide distributions of particle size (illustrated by white
dotted lines), which disrupt the drizzle signal. The result
suggests that warm clouds have much greater variability in
both particle size and in strength of coalescence process
(Beard and Ochs, 1993) over land than ocean.

The observed land–ocean differences in CFODDs could be
still due to the leftover aerosol effect after binning into the same
ranges of re (i.e. the distribution of re between land and ocean can
be different within the interval of 2.5 or 5 µm). To test this, the
probability distribution functions (PDFs) of re over land (green)
and ocean (blue) are also grouped into five categories and shown
in Figure 1 (third row). For re > 10 µm, greater concentration
of aerosols over land makes continental particles slightly smaller
than oceanic particles. However, the land–ocean differences in
PDFs are very small, suggesting that the land–ocean difference
in CFODDs still cannot be fully explained by aerosol effects. A
difference in cloud liquid water content (LWC) can also influence
the CFODD structures since coalescence is sensitive to LWC.
However, the land–ocean difference in LWC near cloud top
(τ d ≤ 10) is also small (∼0.015 gm−3 in median values).

Many previous studies showed that updraught velocities are
stronger over land than ocean in deep convection (Zipser and
LeMone, 1980; Lucas et al., 1994), as well as in warm clouds (Gao
et al., 2014). We hypothesize that the land–ocean differences in
CFODDs (Figure 1) are explained by the land–ocean differences
in updraught strengths in warm clouds. Figure 2 is a schematic
depiction of how vertical velocity affects the warm-rain formation
process. The coalescence process is the downward particle-growth
process, as larger particles fall and grow further by colliding with
smaller droplets lying in their paths. In stronger updraughts
as occur in continental clouds, particles are lifted to higher
altitude than in weaker updraughts (i.e. over ocean). In stronger
updraughts, it is harder for relatively small particles to fall since
particles have to be large enough to fall against the convective
updraughts (i.e. the terminal velocity of the particles should
exceed the updraught speeds). Therefore, it is reasonable to think
that the updraught strengths affect the height at which collisions
between different-sized droplets occur. In weaker updraughts,
relatively smaller particles are able to fall and monotonically grow
as drizzle or as rain through the coalescence process deeper down
in clouds (Figure 2(a)). This is the reason why oceanic CFODDs
exhibit a continuous transition from cloud to drizzle and drizzle
to rain in Figure 1 (first row). By contrast, the stronger updraughts
can loft larger particles. Relatively smaller particles are forced to
stay aloft near the cloud top to grow as drizzle or even rain before
falling against the updraught, and once they become large enough
to fall they grow rapidly into larger precipitation in the clouds
(Figure 2(b)). Nakajima et al. (2010) pointed out that drizzle and
rain modes tended to develop nearer the tops of continental
clouds, while drizzle and rain appear deeper down in oceanic
clouds, which supports our hypothesis.

The distribution of drizzle-sized particles tends to be more
affected than cloud- or rain-sized particles by updraught speeds.
Stronger updraughts loft drizzle particles until they become large

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society
California Institute of Technology. U.S. Government sponsorship acknowledged. Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 143: 1804–1815 (2017)
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to the wide distributions of particle size (illustrated by white
dotted lines), which disrupt the drizzle signal. The result
suggests that warm clouds have much greater variability in
both particle size and in strength of coalescence process
(Beard and Ochs, 1993) over land than ocean.

The observed land–ocean differences in CFODDs could be
still due to the leftover aerosol effect after binning into the same
ranges of re (i.e. the distribution of re between land and ocean can
be different within the interval of 2.5 or 5 µm). To test this, the
probability distribution functions (PDFs) of re over land (green)
and ocean (blue) are also grouped into five categories and shown
in Figure 1 (third row). For re > 10 µm, greater concentration
of aerosols over land makes continental particles slightly smaller
than oceanic particles. However, the land–ocean differences in
PDFs are very small, suggesting that the land–ocean difference
in CFODDs still cannot be fully explained by aerosol effects. A
difference in cloud liquid water content (LWC) can also influence
the CFODD structures since coalescence is sensitive to LWC.
However, the land–ocean difference in LWC near cloud top
(τ d ≤ 10) is also small (∼0.015 gm−3 in median values).

Many previous studies showed that updraught velocities are
stronger over land than ocean in deep convection (Zipser and
LeMone, 1980; Lucas et al., 1994), as well as in warm clouds (Gao
et al., 2014). We hypothesize that the land–ocean differences in
CFODDs (Figure 1) are explained by the land–ocean differences
in updraught strengths in warm clouds. Figure 2 is a schematic
depiction of how vertical velocity affects the warm-rain formation
process. The coalescence process is the downward particle-growth
process, as larger particles fall and grow further by colliding with
smaller droplets lying in their paths. In stronger updraughts
as occur in continental clouds, particles are lifted to higher
altitude than in weaker updraughts (i.e. over ocean). In stronger
updraughts, it is harder for relatively small particles to fall since
particles have to be large enough to fall against the convective
updraughts (i.e. the terminal velocity of the particles should
exceed the updraught speeds). Therefore, it is reasonable to think
that the updraught strengths affect the height at which collisions
between different-sized droplets occur. In weaker updraughts,
relatively smaller particles are able to fall and monotonically grow
as drizzle or as rain through the coalescence process deeper down
in clouds (Figure 2(a)). This is the reason why oceanic CFODDs
exhibit a continuous transition from cloud to drizzle and drizzle
to rain in Figure 1 (first row). By contrast, the stronger updraughts
can loft larger particles. Relatively smaller particles are forced to
stay aloft near the cloud top to grow as drizzle or even rain before
falling against the updraught, and once they become large enough
to fall they grow rapidly into larger precipitation in the clouds
(Figure 2(b)). Nakajima et al. (2010) pointed out that drizzle and
rain modes tended to develop nearer the tops of continental
clouds, while drizzle and rain appear deeper down in oceanic
clouds, which supports our hypothesis.

The distribution of drizzle-sized particles tends to be more
affected than cloud- or rain-sized particles by updraught speeds.
Stronger updraughts loft drizzle particles until they become large
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Figure 9. (a–d) Vertical profiles of radar reflectivity as a function of cloud optical depth obtained as steady-state solutions to the size-resolving one-dimensional
model when four different magnitudes of updraught velocities are assumed. Different colours correspond to different ranges of cloud-top effective particle radius:
re = 5–10 µm (red), 10–15 µm (green) and 15–20 µm (blue). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

simulator of Haynes et al. (2007) in a form that is adjusted
to the spectral-bin microphysics scheme to simulate the radar
reflectivity profiles in the one-dimensional model. The model is
numerically integrated with the initial condition of zero mixing
ratios of liquid particles for the entire cloud layer until the steady
state is achieved under assumptions of different values of number
concentrations and updraught velocities. The former produces
different values of the cloud-top effective radius that are used to
classify the radar reflectivity profiles obtained from the model.
The model performed with varying thermodynamic conditions
within a reasonable range (see also the Appendix for details of the
conditions).

4.2. Interpretation using a one-dimensional model

Shown in Figure 9 are simulated vertical profiles of radar
reflectivity as a function of cloud optical depth. These were
obtained as steady-state solutions to the size-resolving one-
dimensional model with different ranges of cloud-top effective
radius over different updraughts. Each line represents a vertical
profile of radar reflectivity (as a function of in-cloud optical depth)
obtained from one single simulation for a given condition of cloud
droplet number concentration and thermodynamic variable.
Since the conditions are varied, the plot contains a number
of lines representing accumulations of the simulated profiles.
The simulations were conducted for 20 cases of varying cloud
droplet number concentrations from 3 × 107 to 3 × 109 m−3, two
cases for cloud-base pressure (850 and 1000 hPa), two cases for
cloud-base temperature (280 and 300 K), and two cases for the
replenishment time constant (1800 and 7200 s), resulting in 160
simulations for each case of the updraught velocity (for a grand
total of 4 × 160 = 640 simulations). The simulated profiles were
then coloured differently (red, green, blue) according to their
respective values of the cloud-top effective radius. Evaporation is
not incorporated in this model, but the profiles shown here are
above cloud base because they are plotted as a function of cloud
optical depth up to 60 where a significant amount of cloud water
exists.

Different curves primarily correspond to different values of
cloud droplet number concentrations assumed in the simulations.
Since the number concentration is well correlated with the
cloud-top particle size, the curves are well grouped according
to ranges of the cloud-top effective radius – the curves for

smaller (larger) particle sizes correspond to higher (lower) droplet
number concentration. Although the profiles somewhat vary with
differing assumptions of other parameters such as the cloud-base
pressures/temperatures and the replenishment time constant,
the high/low droplet number concentration is a primary factor
that controls the shift of the profiles from non-precipitating to
precipitating ones. The replenishment time constant represents
the time-scale over which the size spectrum is relaxed via
condensation process to an assumed function characterized by
the assumed value of the droplet number concentration. The
replenishment time constant has an effect of different strengths of
‘nudging’ the profile to the adiabatic one although its impact on
results are relatively minor compared to those of droplet number
concentration and updraught velocity.

When the intensity of updraughts are small (w ≤ 0.3 m s−1),
smooth and monotonic transitions from cloud- to drizzle-, and
drizzle- to rain-sized particles are observed. Each path of drizzle
and rain is clearly observed from near cloud top to cloud bottom.
When the updraughts become stronger (w ≥ 0.7 m s−1), relatively
smaller particles stay near the cloud top, and only larger drizzle or
rain can fall down to the cloud bottom. To highlight the difference
between the weaker and stronger updraughts, black dotted boxes
are marked in Figure 9, where drizzle is less pronounced when
stronger updraughts exist. Over the weaker updraughts, many
lines are observed inside the boxes, while the boxes are much
more sparsely occupied by lines than other areas when updraughts
become stronger. This result indicates that the probability for
drizzle to be located in the boxed area is significantly lower
when the updraught velocity is large, which further supports
the ‘lofted’ drizzle argument and interpretation of the bimodal
nature over stronger updraughts. In addition, lines that move
downward to the left represent that the radar reflectivity increases
upward indicative of upward droplet growth due to condensation
process and/or updraught velocity. It is also clear that even rain-
sized drops cannot fall and tend to be confined to the upper
layers of clouds when w = 1.0 m s−1. These results confirm that
the particle-growth process is very sensitive to the intensity of
updraughts and produce a behaviour that is reflected in the
observations.

There are a number of potential mechanisms that can affect
the warm-rain formation process including supersaturation,
entrainment mixing, and recirculation of raindrops. The cloud
droplets experience higher supersaturation under stronger
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Figure 9. (a–d) Vertical profiles of radar reflectivity as a function of cloud optical depth obtained as steady-state solutions to the size-resolving one-dimensional
model when four different magnitudes of updraught velocities are assumed. Different colours correspond to different ranges of cloud-top effective particle radius:
re = 5–10 µm (red), 10–15 µm (green) and 15–20 µm (blue). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

simulator of Haynes et al. (2007) in a form that is adjusted
to the spectral-bin microphysics scheme to simulate the radar
reflectivity profiles in the one-dimensional model. The model is
numerically integrated with the initial condition of zero mixing
ratios of liquid particles for the entire cloud layer until the steady
state is achieved under assumptions of different values of number
concentrations and updraught velocities. The former produces
different values of the cloud-top effective radius that are used to
classify the radar reflectivity profiles obtained from the model.
The model performed with varying thermodynamic conditions
within a reasonable range (see also the Appendix for details of the
conditions).

4.2. Interpretation using a one-dimensional model

Shown in Figure 9 are simulated vertical profiles of radar
reflectivity as a function of cloud optical depth. These were
obtained as steady-state solutions to the size-resolving one-
dimensional model with different ranges of cloud-top effective
radius over different updraughts. Each line represents a vertical
profile of radar reflectivity (as a function of in-cloud optical depth)
obtained from one single simulation for a given condition of cloud
droplet number concentration and thermodynamic variable.
Since the conditions are varied, the plot contains a number
of lines representing accumulations of the simulated profiles.
The simulations were conducted for 20 cases of varying cloud
droplet number concentrations from 3 × 107 to 3 × 109 m−3, two
cases for cloud-base pressure (850 and 1000 hPa), two cases for
cloud-base temperature (280 and 300 K), and two cases for the
replenishment time constant (1800 and 7200 s), resulting in 160
simulations for each case of the updraught velocity (for a grand
total of 4 × 160 = 640 simulations). The simulated profiles were
then coloured differently (red, green, blue) according to their
respective values of the cloud-top effective radius. Evaporation is
not incorporated in this model, but the profiles shown here are
above cloud base because they are plotted as a function of cloud
optical depth up to 60 where a significant amount of cloud water
exists.

Different curves primarily correspond to different values of
cloud droplet number concentrations assumed in the simulations.
Since the number concentration is well correlated with the
cloud-top particle size, the curves are well grouped according
to ranges of the cloud-top effective radius – the curves for

smaller (larger) particle sizes correspond to higher (lower) droplet
number concentration. Although the profiles somewhat vary with
differing assumptions of other parameters such as the cloud-base
pressures/temperatures and the replenishment time constant,
the high/low droplet number concentration is a primary factor
that controls the shift of the profiles from non-precipitating to
precipitating ones. The replenishment time constant represents
the time-scale over which the size spectrum is relaxed via
condensation process to an assumed function characterized by
the assumed value of the droplet number concentration. The
replenishment time constant has an effect of different strengths of
‘nudging’ the profile to the adiabatic one although its impact on
results are relatively minor compared to those of droplet number
concentration and updraught velocity.

When the intensity of updraughts are small (w ≤ 0.3 m s−1),
smooth and monotonic transitions from cloud- to drizzle-, and
drizzle- to rain-sized particles are observed. Each path of drizzle
and rain is clearly observed from near cloud top to cloud bottom.
When the updraughts become stronger (w ≥ 0.7 m s−1), relatively
smaller particles stay near the cloud top, and only larger drizzle or
rain can fall down to the cloud bottom. To highlight the difference
between the weaker and stronger updraughts, black dotted boxes
are marked in Figure 9, where drizzle is less pronounced when
stronger updraughts exist. Over the weaker updraughts, many
lines are observed inside the boxes, while the boxes are much
more sparsely occupied by lines than other areas when updraughts
become stronger. This result indicates that the probability for
drizzle to be located in the boxed area is significantly lower
when the updraught velocity is large, which further supports
the ‘lofted’ drizzle argument and interpretation of the bimodal
nature over stronger updraughts. In addition, lines that move
downward to the left represent that the radar reflectivity increases
upward indicative of upward droplet growth due to condensation
process and/or updraught velocity. It is also clear that even rain-
sized drops cannot fall and tend to be confined to the upper
layers of clouds when w = 1.0 m s−1. These results confirm that
the particle-growth process is very sensitive to the intensity of
updraughts and produce a behaviour that is reflected in the
observations.

There are a number of potential mechanisms that can affect
the warm-rain formation process including supersaturation,
entrainment mixing, and recirculation of raindrops. The cloud
droplets experience higher supersaturation under stronger
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n Match-up defined as ±5km & ±5min
n Himawari-8 data of every 10min in 

30min before/after the match-up are 
used for analysis

n Time derivative of cloud property is 
linked to vertical cloud profileLatitude

Longitude

CloudSat
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Adding time dimension: Radar+Geostationary satellites
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Ongoing work by Rino Maki



Sensitivity of rain process to d(cloud property)/dt

15-20μm10-15μmCER: 5-10μm
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n CER<15µm: Drizzle characteristic is sensitive to time-derivative of cloud property
n CER>15µm: Drizzle forms independent of temporal change of cloud property



Summary
nTwo pieces of cloud phase information from CALIOP & MODIS 

are combined with cloud radar profile to propose precipitation 
process diagnostics for mixed-phase clouds

nThe precipitation characteristics are found to vary with both 
cloud-top particle size and “cloud-column” phase fraction

-> Precipitation occurs more efficiently in more “icy” clouds at given Reff
nApplication to climate model evaluation is tested with MIROC6 

to compare the phase-dependence of precipitation process
-> Prognostic precip tends to generate the statistics closer to satellite

nCombined use of radar and geostationary satellites enables to 
link time-derivative of cloud properties to vertical 
microphysical structure

-> CFODD statistics are sensitive to d(cloud property)/dt


